Pocket Rule book Edits/Additions as at March 2019
1.1.1 All competitors in ACTRA sanctioned rides must have proof of membership in their provincial equestrian association
1.1.6 Rides must be sanctioned and posted on the website a minimum of 30 days prior to the date of the ride. (Nov 2017)
1.1.7 Ride management should receive their sanction kits no later than two weeks before the ride date. Verbal communication requesting a ride
date must be confirmed with a written request within a week to the sanctioning person in order for that ride to be approved.
1.1.8 Results and sanction fees are to be forwarded to the statistician and treasurer respectively within 2 weeks of the ride. The statistician will
forward the ride results to the newsletter editor to be published in the ACTRA newsletter.
1.1.9 Annual budget of up to $200.00 provided for sanctioning director.
1.11.9 ACTRA will subsidize veterinary costs for ACTRA sanctioned rides of CTR/IDR or ER/LD at the cost of $200.00/day if the combo is held on the
same day. All paperwork and sanctioning fees must be submitted within two weeks before ride is eligible for reimbursement.
1.11.10 When a tie is awarded the next placing is skipped. For example: if there is a tie for first place of two riders, the next placing is third.
1.12.1 Time allowed for reviewing score sheets/seeking correction of any mechanical error changed to 48 hours (Nov 2017)
1.14.3 A 5 point deduction per leg will be applied to horses wearing leg protection during a CTR/IDR.
2.10.4 A separate crew should be available to do all the final calculations and deduct time penalties from the sheets. After placings and awards are
determined, judge should sign the score sheets. The master score sheet must be completed before judging sheets are given out to competitors.
2.10.5 Riders should check their sheets for calculation errors and notify management if any are found. Time allowed for reviewing score
sheets/seeking correction of any mechanical errors is 48 hours for statistical purposes (Nov 2017)
3.2.3 IDR speed is either 4 or 5 miles/hour to be decided by ride management and announced at the time of sanctioning. (Nov 2017)
3.3.1 Management hosting an IDR can have a maximum distance of 20 miles and a minimum of 12 miles.
3.10.4 Riders should check their score sheets for calculation errors and notify management if any are found. Time allotted for reviewing score
sheet/ seeking correction of ant mechanical errors is 48 hours for statistical purposes. (Nov 2017)
5.7.2 Scoring points for Endurance will be allotted as 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, etc. Completion placings after 10th place will get one point.
5.7.3 Riders should check their sheets for calculation errors and notify management if any are found. Time allowed for reviewing score sheet/seek
correction of any mechanical errors changed to 48 hours for statistical purposes. (Nov 2017)

**Please cross out the AERC schedule for year end points as printed at the back of the rule book as their points per mile senior division, junior
division and points for common ride lengths is not applicable to us.**

